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As described in Kappeler et al. we used the promoters from genes expressed in milk. As described in Kappeler et al. we used the promoters from genes expressed in milk. 
These genes possess strong TATA signal and typical PolII promoters (Group II in the tree).These genes possess strong TATA signal and typical PolII promoters (Group II in the tree).
We extracted the 2000 bp sequences before the annotated TSS for human and cow in We extracted the 2000 bp sequences before the annotated TSS for human and cow in 
Ensembl, and the 5' sequences available in GenBank for the Camel.Ensembl, and the 5' sequences available in GenBank for the Camel.

TFBS were searched with our TFBS were searched with our 
pipeline and the best results for pipeline and the best results for 
each method were clustered and each method were clustered and 
compared with the TRANSFAC compared with the TRANSFAC 
database.database.

Only the motifs found by at least Only the motifs found by at least 
two methods were kept.two methods were kept.

STAT and Oct1 motifs are the STAT and Oct1 motifs are the 
most represented in the results most represented in the results 
and are found by all the programs and are found by all the programs 
except GALF-G with 8-18 bp motif except GALF-G with 8-18 bp motif 
width parameter. This results width parameter. This results 
confirmed the usefulness of confirmed the usefulness of 
several methods in combination several methods in combination 
with different ranges of parameter with different ranges of parameter 
to reduce the false positive to reduce the false positive 
results and find all the relevant results and find all the relevant 
motifs.motifs.

Deciphering mechanisms of early implantation of the embryo in cattle is of economical and fundamental interest, as these findings could help to reduce the Deciphering mechanisms of early implantation of the embryo in cattle is of economical and fundamental interest, as these findings could help to reduce the 
implantation failure and also give clues regarding human sterility issues.implantation failure and also give clues regarding human sterility issues.
One possible approach is to identify precisely the transcription factors (TF) responsible for gene expression in the uterus-conceptus dialogue. TF are proteins that One possible approach is to identify precisely the transcription factors (TF) responsible for gene expression in the uterus-conceptus dialogue. TF are proteins that 
interact directly with the DNA molecule by recognizing small and slightly degenerate nucleotide motifs (TFBS) in the promoter region of the genesinteract directly with the DNA molecule by recognizing small and slightly degenerate nucleotide motifs (TFBS) in the promoter region of the genes

In the present work we propose the combination of several bioinformatic approaches to identify regulatory motifs in cattle promoters for coregulated genes. We In the present work we propose the combination of several bioinformatic approaches to identify regulatory motifs in cattle promoters for coregulated genes. We 
integrate results from phylogenetic footprinting (Footprinter) with orthologs from human, mouse and rat genomes and genetic algorithm (GALF-G) and statistical-integrate results from phylogenetic footprinting (Footprinter) with orthologs from human, mouse and rat genomes and genetic algorithm (GALF-G) and statistical-
based motif search (Weeder).based motif search (Weeder).
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In the present work we propose the combination of several bioinformatic approaches to identify regulatory motifs in cattle promoters for coregulated genes. We In the present work we propose the combination of several bioinformatic approaches to identify regulatory motifs in cattle promoters for coregulated genes. We 
integrate results from phylogenetic footprinting (Footprinter) with orthologs from human, mouse and rat genomes and genetic algorithm (GALF-G) and statistical-integrate results from phylogenetic footprinting (Footprinter) with orthologs from human, mouse and rat genomes and genetic algorithm (GALF-G) and statistical-
based motif search (Weeder).based motif search (Weeder).

IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

MethodsMethodsMethodsMethods

●ProgramProgram  selectionselection
We chose programs which are available as We chose programs which are available as 
command-line version on Unix platform and with command-line version on Unix platform and with 
good performance in TFBS detection according to good performance in TFBS detection according to 
bibliographic review and local tests.bibliographic review and local tests.

●Dataset : Bovine EST Dataset : Bovine EST fromfrom ChIP  ChIP experiments.experiments.
Each EST is mapped onto the corresponding Each EST is mapped onto the corresponding 
gene in Ensembl.gene in Ensembl.
Promoter sequences and their orthologs in Promoter sequences and their orthologs in 
mouse, human and rat are extracted from the mouse, human and rat are extracted from the 
Ensembl database through the Compara and Ensembl database through the Compara and 
Core API.Core API.
The promoter sets are analyzed with Weeder and The promoter sets are analyzed with Weeder and 
GALF-G for co-expressed genes (1) and with GALF-G for co-expressed genes (1) and with 
WeederH and Footprinter for each group of WeederH and Footprinter for each group of 
orthologs and co-orthologs (2).orthologs and co-orthologs (2).
Resulting motifs are clustered and compared to Resulting motifs are clustered and compared to 
motifs databases with Stamp.motifs databases with Stamp.
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●Improvement of the motif selection process, since this version of the pipeline still Improvement of the motif selection process, since this version of the pipeline still 
requires a step of human curation.requires a step of human curation.
●Integration of the pipeline in an interface dedicated to the analysis and prediction Integration of the pipeline in an interface dedicated to the analysis and prediction 
of TFBS for the cattle biologists.of TFBS for the cattle biologists.
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